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ABSTRACT 

. From a 275 events/j.1b exposure of the 82" HBC 
to the SLAC linearly polarized monochromatic 
(9.3 GeV) y beam, our preliminary analysis shows 
evidence for peripheral [ exp (6t)] photoproduction 
of a JP = 1-, meson with mass in the 1.5 GeV 
region, width ~ 0.4 GeV (M and r both model de
pendent) and a = 1. 7 ± 0.3 j.1b in the reaction 
yp -. pip, pi -. 2TT+2TT-. The 4TT system shows 
pOTT+TT- substructure. Arguments for IG =-1+ are 
presented from the angular correlations (and the 
lack of clear evidence for a pOpo decay mode). 
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INTRODUC TION 

Previous indications of possible vector mesons other than the 
p, w ° and cp ° have been based primarily on enhancements of several 
hundred MeV width in e+ e-"" 41T(mro), 1 yp - 21T+21T-p,2 and -yC-1T+1T-C. 3 
Analysis of these enhancements is difficult because of the substan-
tial backf>rounds present, or else there is no clear signature ide.ntify-
ing the J = 1 - meson state. Such a signature is provided by the .... 
angular correlations of vector mesons photoproduced by linearly 
polarized y rays. At 9.3 GeV, the photoproduction of the pO, w 0, 

and cp 0, almost completely conserves S channel helicity, 4 and the 
resulting vector meson has a very striking decay angular distribu-
tion: 5 .... sin2 e cos2~. We report here observation of similar angu-
lar correlations for 41T systems of mass ""1.0 to 1.8 GeV produced 
in the reaction yp- 21T+21T-p. We present a preliminap ani:!lysis 
indicating that this 41T mass region is predominantly J = 1 , + _ 
IG = 1+, decaying mainly to p 01T+1T-. The branching ratios to 1T 1T 
and K+K- are less than 100/0. We call this 41T state the pI because 
it has the quantum numbers of the p, and because higher vector 
mesons predicted by quark and Veneziano models have been called 
pI .5.1 

The p I may help to explain the disagreement of a factor of 2 
which arose in a vector dominance model between two estimates of 
the y - p, w, cp coupling: i) y2p/41T = 0.6 ± 0.05 measured in 
e+e- - 21T storage ring experiments 6 and ii) y2 p /41T = 0.3 ± 0.04 
derived4, 7 from a comparison of proton Compton scattering8 (or yp 
hadronic total cros s sections) and photoproduction of pO, w, and cp. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Our search for the p I in the reaction yp -- 21T + 21T -pis part of a 
systematic study 4, 9, 10 of yp reactions at 2.8, 4.7, and 9.3 GeV, 
using the LBL-SLAC 82" RBC exposed to the SLAC monochromatic 
backscattered laser beam. 11 At 9.3 GeV the beam momentum 
spread is A pip :::::± 3 % and the degree of linear polarization is 770/0. 
We have 1.2 million photos yielding"'" 275 events/!J.b. 

+ -
The sample of events for the 3C -channel yp - 21T 21T P was 

obtained using methods of analysis previously described4 , 9,12 for 
the reaction yp - 1T+1T-P. We selected 1027 events with 8 < E y< 10.3 
and a confidence level larger than 1 0/0, corresponding to a cross 
section13 of (J = 3.9 ± 0.2 !J.b. 

EVIDENCE FOR A VECTOR MESON STATE IN 21T+21T-

Figure fa shows a peak at about f.5 GeV in the 41T mass spectrum 
from the reaction yp -p21T+21T-. There is also a wide reflection 
of the A ++ in the central region of M4 and a maximum at high 
mass where phase space peaks. The gurves on Fig. fa, .which 
illustrate each of these contributions, are obtained from the detailed 
fit described below. Other features of the reaction are further 
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exhibited in Fig. 1b, with the b. ++(1236) peak in the (p,/) mass 
distribution, and Fig. 1c, showing the presence of pO. From 
Fig. 2a, as well as from the curves on Fig. 1a, we see that the 
overlap between the low mass 4rr enhancement and the b. ++ is small. 
Figure 2b indicates that the 4rr enhancement is definitely 
as sociated with pO production, but there is no evidence for a pOpo 
decay mode (Fig. 2c). The p I region is produced at very small 
momentum transfers squared between the target and the recoil 
proton -t as displayed in Fig. 3a (Chew-Low plot) and Fig. 1a 
(shaded histogram). In Fig. 3b we see that the tp distribution for 
M4rr < 1.6 GeV is well represented by da/dt '" ebtp for 
0.02 < -t < 0.4 GeV2. 

p 

These first considerations suggest the diffractive photoproduc
tion of a 4rr system p I with mass in the 1.5 GeV region. To investi
gate its quantum numbers we turn now to correlations of the 4rr 
system with the incoming y polarization. 

POLARIZATION STUDY 

Bose symmetry together with the as sumptions of lowest angular 
momenta and the absence of final state interactions define the 4rr 
decay matrix element. For an isovector -vector pI decaying into 
2rr+2rr - it is T '" €'. Q with Q = p + + p +, the sum of the rr+ momenta 

rr1 rr2 --in the 4 rr rest system (RS) and E is the pI polarization. (Other 
cases are given for comparison in the appendix.) Even though most 
of the decay proceeds via-JJ I -- pOrr + rr- as we discuss below, we see 
in Fig. 5 that the vector Q still displays strong sin2 e and cos 2 y; 
patterns for M4rr in the p I region, as is expected for diffractive 

-+ -+ 
production of vector mesons, which implies E= E"{. (cf. Fig. 4 and 
footnote 5 for definitions of these angles). Q retalns the correlation 
because the pOI s are wide enough to cover most of the low 4rr mass 
phase space and thus to maintain a high degree of coherence among 
the four possible p0'lT+'lT - combinations. 

The top line of Fig. 6 gives the yT (e, y;) moments
5 

as a function 
of M4'11' ' for events satisfying Mj>rr+ > 1.35 GeV for both prr+ com
binations and -tp < 0.3 GeV2. TEe moments suppor! the interpreta
tion that the pI 2egion is mainly in the state JP = 1 . Only the 
moments (Re l2) and (Y~) are significantly non-zero. The clear 
peak in Re (Y2) and the absence of higher moments are each strong 
evidence for a spin 1 resonance, with a mass M > 1.50 GeV, and 
width r > 0.40 GeV. 0'" 

o~ 

--These estimates are, however, unreliable because the analyzer Q 
becomes worse with increasing M4'lT' as the po bands overlap less 
and less in the available 4rr phase space. This effect suggests that 
these estimates of M o , r 0 are probably lower limits for the 
"actual" values, which we shall try to extract from an overall fit to 
the data. 

.} .. 

~. 
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-Below"" 1.8 GeV in M4rr, where the analyzer Q is expected to 
be good, the corresponding density matrix elements 14 pf'jare " 
characteristic of a vector meson inlhe same helicity state as the 
incident photon [i. e., pl-1 = -1m P1-1= 0.5. all other pf· =0]. 2 
Selecting as before. events with MpTT+ >1.35 GeV. Itp I < b.3 GeV , 
we find 1 

p 1-1 = 0.35 %0.07. 

, 1m P~ -1 = -0.40:1: 0.07. 

The parity asymmetry9, 14 P (J = «(J N -(JU)/«(JN + (JU) 

, 1 1 
= 2p 1-1 -PO 0 = 0.9 % 0.2 and the related quantity observed 

in counter experiments: 
1 1 

Pi 1 + Pi-i I: = 0 ,0 = 0.85 % 0.3 

Pi 1+ Pi-i 

are compatible with 1, so that the natural parity exchange is 
probably dominant in the pro,duction of the p'. ,Theproperties of 
this process are thus very si~i.1ar to those observed for the other 
vector mesons at this energy. , 

The S-channel helicity conserving P-wave cross section is given 
by 

1~ u = ~ -' 40TT 2 
fJ.,b P ~3 2: "t Re Y2 " 'Y, , even s 

where ,4) is the numb~rof microbarns per event. In the 4TT channel 
where the analyzerQ is imperfect. this gives us a model-independent 
lower limit uO, for the production of the p' . , After correction for 
the -t < 0.3 and !::J. ++ - out cuts we find: ' p , ' 

u( p ') ~ u 0 = (0 .77 :I: 0 .12) 

[We shall see later on that u(p ') is probably ~ 1.7 fJ.b. ] 

The lower rows of the same Fig. 6 also show ~o(or mass 
distribution), ~~ an~ 2: Re Y~ m,:ment intensities fcfr the'meson 
system in yp - TT+TT p, 'YP - K+K p; removing !::J. ++ and cp where 
possible, and selecting events with, It21 < 0.3 GeV2. Comparing 
the three systems between 1.0 and 1.8 GeV. we can estimate the 
following ratios: 

2 ' 
[ 2: Re (Y 2)]'YP _ 

+ -TT TT P = .. 0.37:i: 1.8, = 
18.5 % 3 

.. 0.02:1: 0.10,. 
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2 
[ ~ Re (Y2)] K+K-

yp - p 
2 [ ~ Re (Y )] + - + -
2 'YP - 11' 11' 11' 11' P 

0.08 ± 0.46 0 004 0 03 = 18.5 ± 3 =. . ± . . 

In the absence of background contributing to the. S-cha:nnel 
helicity-conserving P-wave, and for perfect analyzers, ·these ratios 
would be the p I decay branching ratios. In the 411' final state, the 
background is sITlall and the analyzer is iITlperfect; hence, these 
estiITlates are upper limits. 

+ - + .:. There are no events with 611', 811', or K K 11' 7T ITlass in the pI 
region froITl the reactions yp - 311'+311'-p, yp- 411'+11'- p, and .... 
l'P - K+K-11'+11'-p. The corresponding decay rates are therefore 
~ 2 % r (p I - 211'+211'-) with 90% confidence. 

DETAILED FITS 

a) KineITlatical reflections 

It could be ar gued that A1 production by 11' exchange ITlight 
generate a kineITlatical enhanceITlent in the 411' ITlass spectruITl near 
the A111' threshold. We atteITlpted to fit our data within such a 
"Deck" ITlodel, using a ITlaxiITluITl-likelihood ITlethod15 with a 
probability density in phase space: 

I M I A2 = a 1 I TA 12 + a21 TAl 2 + a 3 I T ++ _ I 2 + a 4 I T I 2 + a 5 (1 ) 
1 A A P . 

2 , 

in the spirit of the graph: 

y 

t • t A are the squared ITlOITlentUITl transfers froITl the target to the 
&coil p, and to the final (P11' +) systeITl, tA is the squared ITlOITlentUITl 
transfer between the beaITl and the 311' systeITl. The individual· 
contributions are defined as: 

2 4 
I TA I =L 

1 i=1 
(2) 

• 

'., 
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2 2 
(t. - jJ. ) 

1 

(3) 

2 2 
IT ++ - I = 2: 

6. A2 i = 1 
I BW[ AZ(i)]I Z {I BW[ P 1 (i)]Z + I BW[ pz(i)lI Z }I Tel, 

( 4) 

(5) 

The Breit-Wigner functions used are parametrized as follows: 

= ~y.E3 I 
BW(p) 1 (2q3' 

M -M --iy 2 y =0.150GeV 
p 11'11' 2 P 1 + q P 

M = 0.765 GeV 
p (6) 

where q is the ratio of I q I, the magnitude of the decay momentum 
of the po, to its value at MTT'lT = Mp' 

1. (3) - - ly q 2 6. 

, I M6. = 1.236 GeV 

y6. = 0.125GeV 
( 7) 

where q is, as previously, normalized to 1 at Mp11' + = M6. ' 

i r A 2 1 
BW(A1) = 1 

M - M3 - -2 r A Ai 11' 1 

, I MA 
1 

r
A 1 

= 

= 

1070 GeV 

(8) 
0.250 GeV 

1

M A =:= 1.300 GeV 
2 (9) 

rA2 = 0.080 GeV. 

Such an Ai model fails in two respects: 1) As shown by the 
dashed line of Fig. 7a, the central mas s of the resulting 411' bump is 
too high (at'" 1.7 GeV), instead of the observed peak near 1.55 GeV; 
2) although we gave the Ai a width of 0.25 GeV, the corresponding 
11'+11'-11'- spectrum predicted by this model shows a sharp spike not 
seen in the data (Fig. 7b). Similar games with the AZ led to predic
tions that were still worse. We therefore consider that our p' bump 
is not a kinematical reflection of A11' production, and proceed to 
analyze its production and decay as a 411' resonance. 
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b) The four-pion resonance 

i) To describe the decay of the p I with some confidence, we need 
an understanding of the "background. II It has turned out to be more 
difficult than we expected, and our results are not yet quit e satisfac
tory. In this first stage of the analysis, we assume that the decay 
proceeds entirely via pO IT+lT-

pi, 
The matrix element for the production of a helicity-conserving 

followed by its pO IT + IT- decay is written 
4 

-+" [ -+ () ] ~ tp E·~1q.BWp. e 
1- 1 1 

1 
M p'- M4lT - 2" Ypl K 

( 10) 

-+ ,~ 
Mp I , Y I -+ are the p I mas s and width, E ''the polariz ation of the 
plioton, p qi the momentum of the IT+ in the rest frame of its asso
ciated po. BW(Pi) has been defined previously (Eq. 6) and the kine
matical factor K will be discussed below (Eqs. 12 and 13). The 
data are then fitted to the probability density: 

IM121= Q! 1 IT t 12+ Q!21 T612 + Q!3 IT6++ A- 12 + Q!41T 12+ Q!5' 
P p 2 P 

( 11) 

These fits yield the solid curves on all our figures. It is clear 
that we account for most of the angular distribution features (Figs. 
5 and 9) The overall mass spectra of IT+lT-, IT+lT±lT-, PlT+ are also 
rather well understood (Figs. 2,3,8) and there is no evidence for 
Ai prod~ction (for a pi decaying completely into AIlTT, the IT+lT-lT
spectrum would be very similar to the" Deck" curve of Fig. 7b). 

On the other hand, a more detailed inspection reveals that the 
po IT+lT- decay mode alone does not account for all the features of the 
data: our fit predicts too many po events in the region M4lT < 1. 8 
GeV. Correspondingly, the po signal which we compute for M(plT+) 
< 1.35 GeV is smaller than experimentally observed. In our future 
studies we shall therefore include in Eq. 10 terms behaving like 

>:~ 

Z.O 
y 

( i. e. , without the po Breit-Wigner dependence). 

More precisely it is the polarization of the pI ; i. e., the vector 
Ey rotated about the production plane normal by the angle -which 
brings the y helicity system onto the pI helicity system. 
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Another remaining difficulty is the four -pion mas s spectrum 
itself. None of our parametrizations of the amplitude as yet accounts 
for the" dip" near 2.8 GeV between the central bump and the four
pion phase space contribution. peaking at the highest M41T' The ob-·· 
served .6.++ "reflectionJl is thus at lower M41T than expected. which 
may be caused by interference effects or channels that were neglected 
in Eq. 11. For instance. the contribution of .6. ++p0"'-' now set to 
zero by the fit. might become larger and shift the .6.++ reflection 
when we allo:w for pi -- 4". without a po interaction in the final state. 

ii) Mas s and width of the pi 

The num.erical fits do not provide us with reliable values of the 
mas s and the width. These two parameters are strongly correlated. 
and the final result is quite sensitive to the parametrization chosen 
for the width. 

We give in Table I the results that were obtained by three dif
ferent methods. as suming: 

1) a constant width. (12 ) 

2) a variation 3 (13) 

'Y I J 2 4 d p. 
r(M4 ) ='Y IK = if IBW(p) I II r 0 4(P-~ Pi)' 

". p 4". i=1 Ei 

3) the same mass-dependent width (Eq. 13). but fixing the resonance 
mass at 1.6 GeV. 

1) The as sumption of a constant width is certainly unreasonable. 
but has the advantage of yielding a sensible order of magnitude for· 
r: rpl = 0.37±0.03 GeV. The fitted mass has to be very low. how
ever: M r = 1.29±O.23 GeV. in order to describe the fast rise of 
the spectrum. from 1 to 1.2 GeV. As seen on Fig. 7a. this first 
method does not reproduce the 4". spectrum. as well as the other 
models (Fig. 1 a). 

2) This description is somewhat more natural. The width 
r(M4".) has now such a fast variation. however. that its effect 
dominates the pi Breit-Wigner shape. Up to 1.0 GeV we find that 
r varies approximately as r= 'YpiK = '( pi (M4".-M p')? The increase 
of phase space with M4 ' the variations of r, and the strong t 
dependence of the procfJction account for most of the shape. p 

) 
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Parametrization 

r = canst. 
(Eq.12) 

r = l'K 
(Eq.13) 

r = l'K 
M =1.6 res 

p .:::r Q 

Table la. Results of the fits for the pI production. 

M r Slope Fraction Correlation 
res res 

(GeV- 2 ) 
of pi coefficients 

(GeV) (GeV) FWHM (% ) (worst submatrix) 

M fract. 
res 

-0
05: ] 1. 2 9±0. 23 0.37±0.03 0.800 5.72±0.27 43±6 

C05? 
M r fract. 

1. 91±0. 32 2.5±2 0.750 5.61±0.26 43±8 [: 1 1 

J 1 1 
1 1 

1.6 1.6±0.2 0.750 5.61±0.26 42±9 r fract. 

[ ~09 
0.9 

1 1 

Table lb. Tentative eros s sections. in ~b. for channels of Eq. (11 ). 

Parametrization pi p + - - ++ o + - ~++A- Phase lTlTlT~ plTlTp 
2 

r = canst. 
(Eq.12) 

r = l'K 
(Eq. 13) 

space 

1. 69±0. 30 1. 37±0. 25 0.21±0.06 O. 28±0. 05 0.35:1:0.1 

1.69±0.33 1.37±0.30 0.21±0.04 0.28±0.08 0.35±0.08 

~ 

~ 

Ul 
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3) This case is only given for comparison. Some may have more 
confidence in the eyeball guess obtained from the variation of the Y~ 
moments, rather than in the obscure path followed by an optimization 
program. We therefore refitted the events, keeping the mass fixed 
at 1.6 GeV. The resulting fit was quite acceptable, even though the 
likelihood dropped slightly from the value obtained in (Z) above. 

Fortunately, the location of the mass peak from the pI contribution, 
and the effective FWHM of the pI curve are largely unaffected by these 
different choices. We give them in Table Ia. 

Other parameters (slopes and cross sections) are also unaffected, 
,as shown on Table Th. We must point out, however, that the absence 
of a .6,++p0'IT- channel is probably tied to our faulty assumption of a 
full pI __ p'IT'IT decay: .6, ++po 'IT- may become appreciable in our future 
studies. 16 

CONCLUSIONS 

The overall case for a pI vector meson decaying mainly into 
p0'IT+'IT- is now quite strong, despite the list of difficulties mentioned. 
Its mas s is between 1. 5 and Z GeV and its width is > 0.4 GeV. The 
various expressions given in the Appendix show that it has to be an 
isovector, as Q = (p + + p + ) is not expected to be a good analyzer 

'IT 1 'IT Z 
for an isoscalar object. This as signment of IG = 1+ is supported by 
the lack of evidence for a significant pI -- po po decay rate (Fig. Zc ),. 
as previously mentioned. What was somewhat unexpected is that the 

. structure of the decay is incompatible with p0'IT+'IT- alone. 

.) 
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APPENDIX 

Decay of a Vector Meson into Four Pions 

We shall here write down the simplest transition matrix' 
(4iT I T I pI ) for the two cases where pI is an isovector (IGJP=1+1-) 
and an isoscalar (0+1 -). The polarization vector of the pI is called E" 

The isospin part of T will be written in terms of isovectors -+ 

;:;1' ;:;2' ;:;3, -;4' The spatial part is de scribed by vector s ~,~, ... , [, 
each of which is a function of the momenta g1 ' 12''£3' g4 of the four 
pions. 

I = 1 

This turns out (fortunately) to be the simplest case. We write 

T= ~ L: [ ~ (::;1 X ;:;2 )(-; 3 . -;4) + ~ (-;1 X -; 3) (-;2 . -;4) 
permut. 

The general form of a spatial vector such as A is:· 
-+ 

where 

a 1 (12,34) is symmetric in both 12 and 34, 

a
2

(12,34) is antisymmetric in 12, symmetric in 34, 

a 3 (12,34) is antisym~etric in both 12 and 34. 

The first terms of the expansion will be 

(Ai) 

If there are no final state interactions and if the momenta pare 
small, we may stop with the 0'1 term. After summing over-the 
permutations: 
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which for a neutr al pI + + - -~ 'IT T!' T!' T!' reduces to 

T = ex E. (p + + p + ). 
~ ~T!'1 ~T!'2 

I = 0 

In this case, we write 

T = E . 
~ 

L:" 
perm.ut. 

The general form. of a spatial vector like 1 is 

~ = a 1 (12,34) (P1 + P2) + a 1 (34,12) (P3 + P4) 
-.. --. . -+--+-

where as before, we use a bar over a pair of argum.ents to denote 
the antisym.m.etry. The Taylor expansion is now 

2 2 
a 1 = a O + a 1 (g1 + .1;2 ) + a 2 0;1 . 1;2) + a 3 0;3 . 1;4) + ... , 

2 2 
a 2 = a 40;1 - £2 ) + ... 

This tim.e, unfortunately, the term.s a O(g1 + 22 +-23 + 24) add to 

zero in the pI rest fram.e, and we are left with cum.bersom.e ex
pressions. Just as an exam.ple, we can set a3 -I- 0, a1 = a2 = a4 = O. 
Then 

T = ~. ~ fc7t1 · -;2) r;3' -;4) [~3' E4) ~1 +E2) 
perm.ut.l' ~ ~ ~ ~ 

+ .. -} . 

+ + - -In the special case of a T!' T!' T!' T!' decay with m.om.enta g. q, r, s, 
this reduce s into ~ ~ ~ 

T ex ~ . [ (p + r) (q 
~ ~ ~ 

s) + (p + s) (q. r) + (q + r) (p. s) 

) 
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It is straightforward to extend the treatment to other states of 
JP. They generally re~ire some arbitrary parameters. We quote 
the isoscalar decay of J = 1+ into 

because of its simplicity: 

+ + - -
1T 1T 1T 1T 
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